Blue Earth Area

This past year we were able to still accomplish a lot! We still had virtual presentations, mock interviews, a virtual career tour, a small career fair, and the Big Idea's Trailer.

Next Year...

We will be having more presenters, a career fair, field trips, and we are adding somethings as well! The 3 Event Series that we did in 2019 - 2020, and the Game of Life, we are also working on adding a CNA certification course, a First Responder course, and a CDL license course.
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This past year we were able to still accomplish a lot! We still had virtual presentations, mock interviews, a virtual career tour, a field trip, and the Big Idea's Trailer. We were also able to offer some summer tours for our students.

Next Year...

We will be having more presenters, a career fair, field trips, and we are adding somethings as well! We will be adding the 3 Event Series, and the Game of Life. We are very excited to have these opportunities for students next year!